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Abstract  This paper presents an investigative analysis of network scans and scan 
detection  algorithms.  Visualisation  is  employed  to  review  network  telescope 
traffic and identify incidents of scan activity. Some of the identified phenomena 
appear to be novel forms of host discovery. The scan detection algorithms of Snort 
and Bro are critiqued by comparing the visualised scans with alert output. Where 
human assessment disagrees with the alert output, explanations are sought after by 
analysing the detection algorithms. The algorithms of the Snort and Bro intrusion 
detection systems are based on counting unique connection attempts to destination 
addresses and ports. For Snort, notable false positive and false negative cases res-
ult  due  to  a  grossly oversimplified method of  counting unique destination  ad-
dresses and ports.

1 Introduction

The Internet is an hostile network environment. Firewalls shelter users from the 
continual 'storm' of probing activity, commonly referred to as scanning which is, 
nonetheless, ever present and pervasive throughout the Internet. The greater pro-
portion  of  this  activity  is  generated  by  automated  malicious  software  such  as 
worms [1, 2]. While there may be potential value in detecting and tracking scan-
ning activity, it is not a trivial exercise. This paper aims to illustrate that visualisa-
tion can better enable the critique of algorithmic scan detection. In particular, two 
widely  deployed  open  source  intrusion  detection  systems  (IDS)  are  assessed, 
namely,  Snort 2.1.6 [3] and Bro 1.1d [4].

The value of performing scan detection is discussed in the remainder of this in-
troduction. Section 2 highlights the efforts of others with regard to network monit-
oring, scan detection and network security visualisation. The InetVis visualisation 
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tool and key features are described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the approach 
used to review network traffic and compare it to IDS scan detection output. It also 
details the capture of network traffic. The results, which include visual illustra-
tions, are presented in Section 5. The outcomes are concluded in Section 6 with an 
outline of future work.

1.1 The Merits and Difficulties of Scan Detection

To begin a justification of this research, we need to address the following ques-
tion, “of what value is scan detection?”

Arguments Against Scan Detection
Firstly, scanning activity is too prevalent and common to warrant concern with 
each and every individual incident (as detailed further in Section 2.2). Secondly, 
in production network monitoring scenarios, detecting successful intrusions is of 
paramount concern whereas scans merely signify vague intent. Thirdly, as stated 
by several authors [5, 6, 7, 8], current scan detection algorithms have poor accur-
acy and generate too many false positives. Scan detection is a specialised case of 
anomaly detection. Many authors argue that anomaly detection methods are less 
accurate than signature-based methods [9, 10, 11]. Furthermore, algorithms cannot 
be too complex as they need to be efficient enough for real-time monitoring. For 
these reasons, scan detection is often left disabled or ignored in production envir-
onments.

Arguments For Scan Detection
Having considered reasons advising against  scan detection, there at  least  some 
motivations for performing scan detection.

Firstly, there is the potential to detect and contain worm activity without rely-
ing on signatures. Infected hosts and worm activity can be identified based on the 
scanning activity they produce, as discussed by Goldi and Hiestand [6]. A general 
scan detection algorithm could be more scalable and efficient compared to match-
ing traffic against a large signature database. 

Scan detection can be employed as an application of  'extrusion'  detection – 
monitoring internal hosts to detect compromised systems that attempt malicious 
outbound connections [12]. Readily identifying compromised internal hosts can 
facilitate rapid response and recovery.

There is a similar rationale for performing scan detection on inbound traffic. 
Both the Snort and Bro IDS have intrusion prevention mechanisms to trigger the 
injection of new firewall rules as a response to malicious network events. As a 
pro-active response, once a source is identified as a scanner, subsequent connec-
tions can be blocked to prevent future exploit attempts. However, there are at least 
three caveats to this defence mechanism, namely denial-of-service (DoS),  false 
positives, and distributed attacks. A malicious third party could effect DoS by ini-
tiating a scan that spoofs the address of a legitimate host. Similarly, due to the 
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poor accuracy of scan detection algorithms, benign traffic may be misclassified as 
scan activity and block legitimate access. The third concern is that distributed at-
tacks from multiple sources will defeat this blocking strategy as the strategy relies 
upon tracking and blocking individual malicious sources.  A more cautious ap-
proach would be to maintain a list of 'suspicious' hosts that, on account of their 
scanning activity, warrant more attention (as alluded to by Verwoerd and Hunt 
[11]). An IDS can then assign more resources to intensive checks against this re-
duced set of hosts deemed as suspect.

2 Related Work

The context of this research involves network monitoring methods, intrusion de-
tection theory and information visualisation techniques. This section relates sever-
al contributions that the authors believe to be significant.

2.1 Intrusion Detection and the False Positive Problem

One difficulty with intrusion detection is the possibility of falsely identifying le-
gitimate traffic as intrusive. The false positive rate is a major factor that limits the 
effectiveness of an intrusion detection system. This issue is  well  addressed by 
Axelsson et al [9]. He takes an established statical argument known as the “base 
rate fallacy”, and applies it to the problem of intrusion detection. It is presumed 
that a significant proportion of traffic in a production network is benign, and relat-
ive to this, the incidence rate of malicious activity is presumed to be low. Even 
with high accuracy, a large volume of benign traffic and a low incidence rate of 
malicious traffic can result in an overwhelming number of false alarms.

2.2 Network Telescopes

Network telescopes can be used to avert the false positive problem as none of the 
traffic  observed  by a network telescope is  legitimate.  Similarly,  honeypot  net-
works attempt to capture only malicious activity, but unlike telescopes, actively 
respond to traffic to solicit more information. 

Harder et al. provide an example of analysing traffic from a small network tele-
scope [13]. They perform some statical analysis and include some static graphics. 
A preliminary work  to this paper also examines telescope traffic phenomena with 
emphasis on graphical analysis [14]. However, as stated in a report by Moore et  
al., small network telescopes, such as a class C network, are too small to infer stat-
ical generalisations about the Internet [15]. Pang et al. perform a large scale study 
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on a class A and class B networks using both active and passive measurement 
methods [1]. Lastly, a classical and seminal study by Moore et al. approaches the 
task of inferring denial-of-service (DoS) backscatter [16, 17].

2.3 Classifications of Network Scan Activity

In describing and characterising scan activity, several synonymous terms are used 
in the literature. This paper adopts the definitions used by Snort documentation 
[18], as it offers a broad set of categories for classifying scanning activity.

port-scan: a 'one-to-one' scan where a single source host attempts multiple con-
nections to a single target (destination) host on a number of distinct destination 
ports. This type of scanning is also broadly termed as service discovery, or vertic-
al scanning [2].

port-sweep:  a 'one-to-many'  scan on a given destination port where a single 
host attempts to connect to multiple destination hosts. This can also be referred to 
as  host discovery,  address scanning,  vulnerability scanning or  horizontal scan-
ning [2]. Host discovery can also be conducted with the ICMP protocol, as well as 
merely the IP protocol.

The  two  above  definitions  describe  probing  activity  originating  from  one 
source alone. To evade detection, both service discovery and host discovery can 
be coordinated from multiple sources in a distributed manner – referred to as a 
distributed  scanning.  Snort  has  the  capability  to  detect  distributed  port  scans 
(many-to-one). Another deceptive type of scanning is referred to as a decoy scan. 
A single host may spoof multiple source addresses to obscure it's real  identity 
amongst several fake addresses. Lastly, stealth scans use a variety of methods to 
attempt to evade detection. Stealthy techniques include distributed scanning, scan-
ning slowly and using specialised TCP flags (see the nmap reference [19] for more 
details).

2.4 Algorithmic Approaches to Scan Detection

Scan detection is ultimately a form of anomaly detection. The proficiency of a 
scan detection algorithm will be determined by how it characterises scan activity 
and differentiates it from normal traffic. To distinguish between various types of 
scans requires  modelling the distinct  characteristics  of  the traffic  patterns  pro-
duced by each type.

One general assumption is that scan activity will generate a high number of 
failed connection attempts [20,  18]. Both Snort and Bro apply this as a base as-
sumption in their algorithms [18, 4]. In essence, they simply count failed connec-
tion attempts and alert if thresholds are reached. More sophisticated approaches 
are being developed. For example, advanced statistical approaches can be taken 
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[5, 7, 21] or data mining classifiers can be employed [8]. For the purposes of this 
evaluation, the scope is limited to the default algorithms offered by Bro and Snort.

2.5 Network Security Visualisation

Vision is a parallel and pre-attentive cognitive process whereas auditory cognition 
(used to understand text and speech) is a serial process [22, 23]. Hence, visualisa-
tion is a superior medium for correlation and pattern matching tasks. The problem 
of scan detection can be considered as the task of identifying and characterising 
anomalous traffic patterns.  While visualisation presents these cognitive advant-
ages, scalability is often cited as a limitation [22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. 

Stephen Lau's 'Spinning Cube of Potential Doom' visualisation is a primary ref-
erence for developing this work [20]. The basic 3-D scatter-plot of source IP, des-
tination IP and destination port is well suited to displaying traffic patterns and in 
particular, scanning activity. One advantage of scatter-plots is that points consume 
the least amount of display space and hence are the most scalable representation. 
Lines are a more natural metaphor for connectivity but their use of display space is 
less efficient.

In building upon Lau's original concept, several other visualisations provided 
useful ideas. An enumeration of key influences follows. Valdes and Fong discuss 
a scalable approach with similar plots to the 'Cube of Potential Doom', but in 2-D 
[24]. The 'space-shield' described by Fisk et al. [29] offers features like time-an-
imated replay at variable replay rates and immersive navigation. The parallel axes 
visualisation by Yin  et al. [30] discusses focusing on sub-sets of the data, often 
termed 'drill down'. Their work also includes the concept of a time-window. Ball 
et al. grey-out older events to provide historic context [22]. Etherape highlights 
the occurrence of new events by momentarily enlarging the thickness of lines [31]. 
Kuchar et al. motivate the importance of time as an attribute for correlating data 
[32].

3 InetVis Network Traffic Visualisation

InetVis, short for Internet Visualisation, is primarily designed for reviewing net-
work telescope traffic [14]. Fig. 1 illustrates the plotting scheme and basic types of 
scans. Lau's original visualisation plotted TCP traffic and InetVis extends this by 
including support for the UDP and ICMP protocols. The input for Lau's visualisa-
tion is Bro connection log files. Instead, InetVis uses libpacp to capture live traffic 
or read packet traces in the libpcap format which is widely used [33]. As described 
next, InetVis offers a wealth of dynamic and interactive features intended to facil-
itate exploration of packet capture data.
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3.1 Key Features and Enhancements

The order and timing of probe packets is of particular interest when characterising 
network  scans.  InetVis  includes  several  time-oriented  features  to  enhance  the 
viewers chronological sense of network activity. The replay-position, time-scale 
and the time-window are 3 features which function closely together. The time-
window is relative to the replay position and acts as a filter – older events beyond 
the time window are excluded. The time-scale adjusts the replay rate to either slow 
down or speed up playback. In conjunction, these controls manage the time-frame 
in terms of it's position, size and progression through the steam of packet data. To 
further enhance chronological salience, transparent ageing fades out older packets. 
Attention is drawn to the occurrence of a new packet by momentarily enlarging it's 
point which creates a brief pulse effect. This also helps the viewer notice packets 
that reoccur.

Other features allow the user to explore, focus and isolate traffic phenomena of 
interest. Immersive navigation allows the user to move, rotate and zoom the view. 
A large proportion of traffic targets the lower well-known and registered ports 
[34]. To spread out the clustering of activity in this region, a logarithmic scale can 
be applied to the destination port axis (vertical green-axis). The plot can be scaled 
down into sub-networks or a chosen port range. Packet filtering mechanisms are 
provided via BPF filter syntax which provides powerful and flexible filtering op-
tions.  A  choice  of  several  colour  schemes,  such  as  colouring  by  source  port, 
source address, packet size and so forth, can aid in viewing attribute relationships 
in the packet data.

 To record visual  output  InetVis  supports  capturing snapshots  or  frame se-
quences for rendering video clips. InetVis can also output the packets in view to a 
libpcap format trace file.

Fig. 1. The InetVis 3-D scatter-plot ex-
hibiting common scan types. Points are 
plotted according to the source IP (red-
axis),  destination  IP  (blue-axis),  and 
destination  port  (vertical  green-axis). 
TCP and UDP traffic is plotted in the 
main bounding box and ICMP traffic is 
plotted to the plane below. For address 
scanning, a port-sweep appears as a ho-
rizontal  line,  and  similarly  an  ICMP-
sweep  appears  as  a  line  in  the  ICMP 
plane. A full port-scan appears as a ver-
tical line. The default is to colour points 
by destination port with a rainbow col-
our gradient.

port-sw eep

src. IP

ICMP plane

port-scan
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4 Investigative Methodology

Scanning activity is observed with InetVis, characterised, and compared to the 
alert output produced by the Snort and Bro. In the first phase of exploration, the 
network telescope traffic is freely explored with InetVis. In this step, events of in-
terest  are  discovered,  characterised,  isolated  and  recorded.  Case-by-case,  each 
event is then processed with Snort and Bro to test the accuracy of the scan detec-
tion algorithms. The third investigative phase proceeds in reverse. The full net-
work telescope dataset is processed with Snort and Bro, and a sample of the alerts 
are reviewed with InetVis. To explain false positive and false negative cases, the 
source code of the scan detection algorithm is reviewed. Lastly, to verify cases 
and explanations, specific test traces are created with nmap. Fig. 1 shows an ex-
ample of three basic scan types generated with nmap. The test cases are used to 
confirm assessments about how the Snort and Bro scan detection algorithms func-
tion.

4.1 Network Telescope Traffic Capture

Traffic captured from network telescope provides a sample of Internet scanning 
activity. A single monitoring host passively captures traffic destined for the class 
C network. The dataset consists of monthly packet traces captured during 2006. 
Due to some downtime (mainly caused by power outages), the data contains a few 
gaps which amount to 20.2 days (5.5%) for the 2006 year. The accumulated set of 

Fig. 2. 6.6 Million packets cap-
tured during 2006 from a class 
C  network  telescope.  Even 
with  the  large  number  of 
points, InetVis is able to main-
tain  interactive  frame  rates. 
Majority of the port-sweeps are 
concentrated in  the lower  end 
of  the  port  range.  Note  the 
banding effect by source (red-
axis) which shows that a large 
proportion  of  activity  comes 
from two sections of the IPv4 
address  space.  Another  inter-
esting observation is the higher 
concentration  of  scattered 
activity is  the first  half  of the 
destination  address  range 
(blue-axis).

activity concentrated 
in low er port range

higher density in f irst half  
of  destination range

concentrated bands 
of source activity
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traces for 2006 contains in excess of 6.6 million IP packets. The data composition 
by protocol and the number of packets is 65% TCP, 20% UDP and 15% ICMP. 

The full dataset is visualised in  Fig. 2. From this image it is evident that the 
predominant phenomena are address scans in the form of port-sweeps and ICMP 
sweeps. Conversely, port-scans are a rarity, as most sources first confirm the pres-
ence of a host before expending the time and effort to conduct a port-scan.

4.2 Scan Detection Configuration and Processing

The default Snort and Bro configurations were modified to focus on scan detec-
tion  features.  This  streamlined  the  alert  output  and  avoided  unnecessary  pro-
cessing. Several iterations of configuration and testing were performed on the net-
work telescope data as well as generated scan examples.

Snort Configuration
For  Snort,  only essential  preprocessors  (flow,  frag3,  stream4,  sfportscan) were 
loaded to support scan detection. All rule-sets, except 'scan.rules' were disabled. 
Snort's sfportscan scan detection preprocessor is set to 'low' sensitivity by default. 
The low setting requires a sub-minimum number of negative responses (termed 
the 'priority count' threshold [18]). This low setting is inappropriate for analysis 
with network telescope traffic as the data will not contain any negative responses. 
Alternatively, the medium and high sensitivity settings do factor in negative re-
sponses, but they do not require them. Hence all Snort processing on the data was 
conducted with either the medium or high sensitivity setting. In the context of a 
network telescope, disregarding negative responses is acceptable since all of the 
traffic captured is unsolicited. The sfportscan configuration was also modified to 
include the detection of ACK scans. The use of ACK scanning will be further dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.

Bro Configuration
To focus on scan events, the default Bro 'light' policy was streamlined by remov-
ing unnecessary policies intended for application protocol analysis. Bro was used 
to provide results in two ways. As with Snort, the initial configuration mode was 
used to test Bro's scan detection with potential false positive and false negative 
cases. The defaults were tested as well as adaptations to attempt to match the re-
spective threshold options for  the medium and high sensitivity  levels found in 
Snort.

The second configuration mode was designed to investigate the distribution of 
unique  addresses  targeted  by  address  scans.  The  bro  scan  detection  policy  is 
highly configurable allowing exact and multiple threshold levels to be specified. 
This set-up entailed specifying a set of threshold values at regular intervals. Of 
particular interest is the unique destination address count. As an address scan pro-
gresses through the address range, it would trigger an alert at each threshold. A 
script was written to parse the alert file and count how many scans surpassed each 
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threshold level. Since a single scan triggers alerts at each threshold it passes, all 
but the highest alert for that scan should be counted while previous alerts must be 
discounted. In addition to this, different time thresholds were investigated. Again, 
unlike Snort's fixed pre-sets, the Bro scan detection time-outs can be redefined to 
an arbitrary value. Results generated from this are presented in Section 5.1.

4.3 Graphical Exploration and Investigation with InetVis

The network telescope data was explored month by month. To form an overview 
of  all  the events in  month of traffic,  a fast  replay rate  of  86400x (a day per 
second) was typically combined with a time window of 7 days. A month’s traffic 
could be skimmed over in roughly 30 seconds. Alternatively, a static view of the 
full months traffic was used. In this mode, pseudo random patterns formed over 
long periods could be observed. The overview provided cues on large scale traffic 
patterns of interest. To reduce the clustering effect in the lower port range, the log-
arithmic scale was applied to the destination port axis. To look for potential correl-
ations various colour schemes were tested.

Fast replay rates and large time windows were suitable for observing events 
that  progress  slowly.  The  details  of  faster  events  to  become more  evident  by 
gradually reducing the replay rate and time window. Identified events could be fo-
cused on by scaling the view and setting the ranges on axes, namely the source 
sub-network,  destination  sub-network  and  destination  port  range.  This  'drills-
down' into subsets of the data facilitating a clearer perspective of the event. Fur-
ther reduction of the time window and replay rate was used to analyse very rapid 
events. In addition to this, BPF filters [33] can be applied to isolate events. 

Once incidents of interest were isolated, they were recorded to capture files for 
further analysis and testing. The captured files were processed with Snort and Bro. 
For obvious scans identified with InetVis, the failure to alert indicated a false neg-
ative. Furthermore, alert output was inspected to check that detected scans were 
correctly  characterised by the detection algorithm. Alternatively,  the Snort  and 
Bro alert logs for each month could be inspected and then investigated with In-
etVis. Using the alert information to set the appropriate replay position, ranges, 
and filters eased seeking out the event. 

5 Results and Analysis

Network telescope traffic review with InetVis enabled the observation of many 
anomalous traffic patterns that would not have otherwise be noticed with IDS alert 
output. The results presented in this section focus on particular findings that illus-
trate possible flaws in the Snort and Bro scan detection algorithms. Much of the 
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discussion entails  two attributes used to characterise scans, namely,  the unique 
destination IP address count and the unique destination port count.

5.1 Address Scans and the Distribution of Unique Addresses

The Snort and Bro scan detection algorithms count unique destination ports and 
addresses. Thresholds for these counts determine scanning activity. Setting appro-
priate thresholds is an question of parameter optimisation. For Snort, the pre-set 
thresholds options are conceptually discussed, but how the exact numerical values 
were arrived at is not specified [18].

With the flexibility afforded by Bro, multiple threshold levels were tested at 
varied time-out values. The bar chart in  Fig. 3 shows the distribution of address 
scan alerts categorised by the number of unique destination addresses that were 
targeted. The chart exhibits a full range of thresholds from 9 to 256, grouped by 
intervals of 8. Essentially, it shows the number of address scans that reached a 
higher  number  of  unique  destination  addresses.  Furthermore,  each  address 
threshold interval is sub-categorised by 'light', 'default' and 'heavy' time-outs. The 
expirey time-outs are 1 minute, 5 minutes and 10 hours respectively.

Firstly, note the right-hand tail of the distribution in Fig. 3. This shows that the 
greater proportion of the scanning activity targets almost all the addresses in the 
class C network telescope. The plot in Fig. 4 expands the density of activity in this 
upper range for both the TCP and UDP address scans (unfortunately Bro 1.1d 
does not readily facilitate multiple threshold levels for ICMP). Once again, the 
greater proportion of scans cover nearly the entire address range. Interestingly, 
compared to UDP, TCP exhibits this characteristic to a greater extent. Presumably 
this could be explained in terms of the connection versus connectionless orienta-
tions of the protocols.

Returning to Fig. 4, the lower range of the distribution also exhibits a tail, but 
to a lesser extent. Presumably the tail is caused by miscellaneous non-scan activ-
ity. This suggests the obvious. If the IP address threshold is set too low an increas-

Fig. 3. Number of Bro scan alerts categorised by unique address intervals and time thresholds
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ing number of false-positives will occur. Combined with heavy time-outs, a low 
UDIP threshold will result in an excessive number of false positives. While lighter 
time-outs avoid this to some extent, they miss slower stealth scans. 

Another  difficulty with time-outs is  somewhat counter-intuitive at  first.  One 
might  expect  that  heavy  time-outs  would  pick-up  more  scanning  activity. 
However, an astute observation of the upper ranges Fig. 4 shows that for some in-
tervals the 'light' and 'default' values are higher, bar the final interval where the 
'default' and 'heavy' values are significantly higher. These offsets can be explained 
in two ways. Firstly, heavy time-outs might count several individual scan indents 
as one longer scan. Secondly, if a scan has inconsistent timing between packets, 
lighter time-outs may miscount the one long scan as two or more smaller scans.

In  summary,  higher  UDIP thresholds  will  pick-up the majority  of  scanning 
activity while avoiding false positives. Time-out thresholds should not be set too 
long, nor too slow. Clearly, the algorithm needs an improved method of timing 
activity, so as not to confuse multiple scans as one, or one scan as multiple. A sim-
ilar issue was discovered with Snort, where it too reports one long scan as multiple 
shorter scans.

5.2 Scans Discovered and Characterised with InetVis

A multitude of scanning incidents have been identified by human inspection with 
the InetVis visualisation. From this select examples are presented to illustrate false 
negative  and  false  positive  issues  with  the  Snort  and  Bro  scan  detection  al-
gorithms.

Pseudo-Random Phenomena
Proportions of the traffic captured from the network telescope exhibit pseudo-ran-
dom patterns as they are visualised and observed thought InetVis. In general, there 
are three foreseeable explanations for the pseudo-random phenomena. They are 
caused by miscellaneous network configuration errors, Denial-of-Service backs-
catter, or subversive stealthy scanning techniques. Evasive scanning methods em-
ploy randomisation, dispersion, patience or a combination thereof.  Really slow 

Fig.  4.  The number of  TCP 
and UDP address scan alerts 
plotted  for  the  upper  range 
(224 to  256)  of unique des-
tination  address  thresholds. 
TCP  scale  (0-1200)  for  the 
count  for  scan  alerts  on the 
left,  0.1x  comparative  UDP 
scale (0-120) on the right.
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scans are likely to fall outside of the bounds of detection time-window thresholds. 
The authors believe that if a scanning method is sufficiently well dispersed (ran-
domised), it  can occur rapidly and still  evade detection. An example of this is 
shown in Fig. 5.

There are two orthographic projections.  Fig. 5.a provides a 'frontal' 2-D view, 
where it exhibits a dramatically fast scatter of packets randomly dispersed about 
the destination port  range from 1000 to  2000.  The transparent fading of  older 
packets shows the address range is traversed in a linear progression. Within 50ms, 
each of the 232 packets targets a unique destination IP. Given the fast transmis-
sion rate, there may be a few lost packets. Fig. 5.b shows a top view emphasising 
how almost the entire address range is covered.

Upon closer  inspection,  all  packets  originate from source  port  80 and have 
SYN/ACK TCP flags  set.  In  a  normal  connection  establishment  scenario  this 
would be a return packet that indicates that a port is open and accepting a connec-
tion. However, the telescope does not initiate any connections. There are two al-
ternative explanations. (1) The observed traffic could be backscatter from a web 
server undergoing a DoS attack where the telescope's address was spoofed as a 
source. With DoS attacks, the source addresses are commonly spoofed (faked) to 
hide the identity of the attacker [16, 17]. (2) As an alternative explanation, it is a 
form of stealthy host discovery, constituting an address scan.

Supposing the phenomena were backscatter, it would be a curiosity as to why 
the destination addresses were not randomised and selected from the greater ad-
dress range of over 4 billion IPv4 addresses. Instead 232 consecutive addresses are 
probed in a linear fashion – this can be noted from the transparent ageing effect in 
Fig. 5. The fact that each packet targets a unique address leads the authors toward 
favouring the address scan explanation.

Although the pseudo-random dispersion in Fig. 5 is not a port-sweep by strict 
definition,  it  could be a well  adapted alternative to ICMP ping-sweeps.  ICMP 
echo requests and responses are sometimes administratively filtered (by routers 
and firewalls) to safeguard against attackers who leverage ICMP as a reconnais-
sance tool. By using TCP source port 80 and setting the TCP flags to SYN/ACK, 
connection state unaware firewalls will pass this type of traffic. If a destination 

Fig.  5.  Rapid  50ms  pseudo-
random  host  discovery  with 
probe  packets  dispersed  by 
destination port.  Shown with 
75ms time-window, transpar-
ent  ageing  and  coloured  by 
destination  port.  a.)  Front 
view showing destination port 
versus destination IP. b.) Top 
view  showing  source  IP 
versus destination IP.
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host receives an unexpected SYN/ACK packet for a connection it did not initiate, 
the standard response is to send an RST packet back to the source. Doing so con-
firms the presence of a host, while no response may indicate that the address is not 
used (unless the destination network policy does not follow RFC 793 and, similar 
to the case for ICMP echos, administratively filters out TCP RST packets).

The pseudo-random phenomenon is not an isolated incident. Repeated incid-
ents occur, and several other slower forms have been observed, characteristically 
bounded in the destination port range of 1000 to 2000. The phenomenon in Fig. 6 
is bears some resemblance to that of Fig. 5, but note the more obvious diagonals. 
The incident occurs in a much longer time frame, 36 hours as opposed to 50ms. 
Furthermore, the progression across the address range is randomised and repetitive 
as not every packet targets a unique destination IP address. 

The Snort sfportscan algorithm does not alert on the activity in Fig. 5, a pos-
sible false-negative. On the contrary,  the Bro scan algorithm does alert on this 
kind of pattern  (provided the packets are altered to SYN packets because Bro 
handles SYN/ACK packets differently). Bro detects this activity because it's al-
gorithm does not consider  the destination port  when identifying address scans, 
whereas Snort does. Presumably, this may make it more susceptible to false posit-
ives. While Fig. 5 illustrates a somewhat ambiguous case for address scanning, the 
incident in Fig. 6 is less likely. With extended time-outs, Bro detects Fig. 6 as an 
address  scan  whereas  snort  does  not  produce  any  alerts.  Whether  or  not  such 
activity should be classified as address scans or backscatter remains debatable.

Multiple Synchronous Sweep Scans
It is not completely clear whether the examples in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 aught to be de-
tected as scans. Contrasted to this, a far more obvious case of address scan (port 
sweep) activity is show in  Fig. 7, where 6 simultaneous scans linearly traverse 
across the address range. As such, this is a multi-vector attack where each port has 
one or more known vulnerabilities associated with it. Remarkably Snort's sfports-

Fig.  6. Pseudo-random diagonal 
phenomenon dispersed about the 
destination  port  range  1000  to 
2000. 3-D perspective projection 
with  36  hour  time-window and 
colour by destination port. Back-
ground red axis is source address 
range scaled to a /9 (half a class 
A). Foreground blue axis is des-
tination address range – the net-
work telescope's  (“the.drk.net”). 
Vertical green axis is destination 
port range from 800 to 3800.
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can detector produces no alerts for the port sweeps while Bro somewhat misre-
ports the activity.

The Snort False Negative Case
Tested with nmap, Snort is capable of detecting single instances of port-sweeps. 
For the multi-port-sweep example,  it  might  be assumed that  Snort's  sfportscan 
module (scan detection algorithm) would either  produce 6 separate port-sweep 
alerts, or a single alert that encompasses the whole event. Yet no alerts were pro-
duced. 

Explaining this false negative required review of the Snort source code. The 
fault is attributed to an over-simplified implementation used to count unique des-
tination addresses and ports. For each source address, instead of maintaining a set 
of unique destinations, only one previous destination address is kept in memory. 
The same is true of destination ports. The implementation checks only if the cur-
rent and previous destinations match, and if not, increments the unique counter. 
This fails to regard the complete history of destinations within the chosen detec-
tion time-window. Effectively, it makes the assumption that an address scan or 
port-scan will be efficient and not strike the same destination twice.

In the example (Fig. 7), as the multiple port-sweeps progress in simultaneous 
manner, there is alternation between the 6 ports. This causes repeated hits and the 
unique port count is continuously incremented instead of remaining at 6. The port 
count  functions  as  a  maximal  threshold  when  detecting  address  scans.  If  the 
unique destination port count is above the threshold, the algorithm rejects the pos-
sibility that the traffic pattern constitutes a port-sweep, since traffic allegedly oc-
curs on too many distinct ports – the feature which prevents snort from alerting on 
the pseudo-random activity in  Fig.  5. Thus, a false negative results from over-
counting because the algorithm uses both minimal and maximal thresholds to dis-
tinguish port-sweeps from port-scans. Similarly this false negative case applies to 
port-scans too  as  multiple alternating port-scans will  also occur  undetected by 
Snort.

Fig. 7. Multiple simultaneous port 
sweep.  Front-on  3-D  perspective 
projection shown with 150 second 
time-window and transparent age-
ing.  Colour  by  destination  port. 
Slightly  oversized  points  at  the 
end of scans highlight the most re-
cent  packets.  The 6 ports  sweeps 
occur  on  ports  42  (WINS  name 
service),  139  (SMB/CIFS  over 
NetBios),  445  (SMB/CIFS  over 
TCP),  4899  (radmin  windows 
based remote administration tool), 
5900 (VNC remote desktop), 6101 
(Verias BackupExec) 0
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The Bro IDS does produce alert output for the example in  Fig. 7 but fails to 
identify the complete event. In the specific case, it alerted at each set threshold, 
but only for 1 out of the 6 ports, thereby missing the 5 other scans.

The False Positive Corollary
From the same Snort flaw discussed above, false positives also occur. A false pos-
itive  can  arise  if,  for  a  given  source,  connection  attempts  repeatedly  alternate 
between two destination  addresses,  or  two destination ports.  Instead  of  recog-
nising the recurring connection attempts to previous destinations, sfportscan con-
tinually increments the counters for unique destination addresses and ports. The 
counter then surpasses a minimal threshold which triggers either a port-sweep or 
port-scan false alert. As proof of concept for this flaw, a special packet trace was 
generated with nmap. Multiple alternating TCP SYN connection initiation packets 
were sent to just two destination addresses on the loop-back interface. The packets 
were  simply alternated 20 times between 127.0.1.2 and 127.0.1.3,  totalling 40 
packets. This was sufficient to test the pre-sets for the thresholds. Fig. 8 provides 
and example of sfportscan log output for this false positive. Another observation 
was that snort logs the event as soon as the threshold is reached thereby failing to 
report the full extent of a scan.

6 Conclusion

The practical application of visualisation to the problem domain of scan detection 
has been addressed by this work. InetVis reimplements and extends Stephen Lau's 
original visualisation concept. It adds several enhancements attuned for visualising 
network telescope traffic and scanning activity. Special attention is paid chronolo-
gical salience, allowing the exact order of probing packets to be observed. Several 
months of network telescope traffic was explored and investigated with InetVis. 
From this, both false positive and false negative cases were established for the 
Snort sfportscan module. After further investigation, the inaccuracy was attributed 
to a unique destination counting flaw. While Bro did not suffer from this flaw, it 
too failed to accurately report on the full extent of the scan activity, as was the 
case for the simultaneous port-sweeps in Fig. 7. Pseudo-random phenomena were 
discussed in Section 5.2 and Fig. 5 could be a stealthy form of host discovery. It 

Fig.  8. Snort  sfportscan  log  output 
for  a  false  positive  case.  The  test 
nmap scan only targets 2 addresses, 
yet the sfportscan unique 'IP count' is 
in 30. Furthermore,  the ''IP count' is 
clearly  inconsistent  with  the 
'Scanned IP Range' field which spe-
cifies  a  range  of  2  addresses  from 
127.0.1.2 to 127.0.1.3.

Time: 05/30/07-12:45:09.413192 
event_id: 30
160.0.0.1 -> 127.0.1.3 (portscan) TCP 
Filtered Portsweep
Priority Count: 0
Connection Count: 30
IP Count: 30
Scanned IP Range: 127.0.1.2:127.0.1.3
Port/Proto Count: 1
Port/Proto Range: 32000:32000
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illustrated the difficulty of dealing with ambiguous traffic patterns that could be a 
form of ACK scanning or backscatter.

InetVis  illustrates  the advantages  of  using visualisation and shows how the 
chosen  3-D scatter-plot is particularly suited to displaying scan activity. Without 
InetVis, the authors would have a weaker understanding of scan phenomenon and 
not have discovered these issues with current scan detection algorithms in Snort 
and Bro.

6.1 Future Work

This work only tests the default scan detection in Snort and Bro. As alluded to in 
Section 2.4, other scan detection algorithms have been devised. Bro includes and 
implementation of Jung et al.'s algorithm [7] and may offer the flexibility to reim-
plement and compare other algorithms [5, 8, 21] for future analyses.

To ease  the process  of  conducting visual  analysis,  the  authors  are  devising 
semi-transparent  visual  overlays  to  represent  detected  scans.  The  detection  of 
scans can then be seen against the backdrop of the network traffic. To compliment 
this, the intention is to include support for reading scan alert output and to auto-
matically forward the replay position to detected scans. In addition, automatic fo-
cus of the scan event would be desirable.

One other worthwhile question is to quantitatively assess the performance ad-
vantage of Snort's simplified pseudo-unique destination counters. In conjunction, 
one might look at the accuracy cost of this simplification by judging how many 
false positives are caused by it. While Bro maintains a set of all previous destina-
tions, this adds complexity and makes the scan detection more resource intensive 
(in terms of memory consumption and processor time).
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